
Our Rocks go gold! Our collection Gold Rocks is the next addition 
to our Rock family. The ateliers passion for gold, has us seeing and 
painting our world in it. We have been studying its color, properties 
and the way it transforms, when it mixes with some of our chosen 
and secret alloys. We have officially extended our line to include 
this one and only material. Our Rocks are now available in this 
spectacular, pristine and rich hue, that has us IN love. The powers 
of gold are said to open up our mind to great success and positive 
thinking. They will become your most desirable protective amulets. 
From 14 and 18 karats, to yellow and pink gold, a new collection of 
Rocks has been started. Launching the collection in two parts - 
Gold Rocks - part one, starts now. 
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01
GOLD SINGLE ROCK NECKLACE
large

18k gold adjustable 16” to 18” chain with yellow gold rock
$1,710 (USD)

01
GOLD SINGLE ROCK NECKLACE
medium

18k gold adjustable 18” to 20” chain with yellow gold rock
$1,130 (USD)



01
GOLD SINGLE ROCK NECKLACE
small

18k gold adjustable 16” to 18” chain with yellow gold rock
$910 (USD)

01
GOLD SINGLE ROCK NECKLACE
x-small

18k gold adjustable 14” to 16” chain with yellow gold rock
$770 (USD)



01
GOLD SINGLE ROCK NECKLACE
from right to left: large, medium, small, x-small

Large, 16” to 18” thicker chain — $1,710 (USD)       
Medium, 18” to 20” thin chain — $1,130 (USD)      
Small, 16” to 18” thin chain — $910 (USD)     
X-Small, 14” to 16” thin chain  — $770 (USD)



02
MINI GOLD ROCK CHOKER

14k adjustable 11” - 16” gold chain with mini yellow 14k or 18k gold rocks
14k — $1,650 (USD) 
18k  — $1,750 (USD)



03
SEMI PRECIOUS CHOKER

multi colored semi precious faceted beaded strand with
a 14k adjustable 11”-16” gold chain with a mini gold rock 
$500 (USD) 



04
SEMI PRECIOUS LONG STRAND

long 20” multi colored semi precious faceted beaded strand  
with 14k gold details 
$300 (USD) 



05
MINI SEMI PRECIOUS MINI STRAND
available in aquamarine, peridot & multi

16” or 18” mini semi precious mini beaded strand featuring  
faceted, cabochon, elongated gems with 14k yellow  
gold details & detachable mini rock (approx. 2.5mm stones) 
$450 (USD) 





06
SEMI PRECIOUS STRAND
available in citrine, peridot, monstone, pearl,  
amethyst, rose quartz & multi

16” or 18” semi precious beaded strand featuring faceted,  
cabochon, elongated gems with 14k yellow gold details &  
detachable x-small rock (approx. 3.5mm stones)
$480 (USD)







07
LARGE GOLD SILK ROCK WRAP
available in white, sand, brown, wine, guava, flower,  
blush, amapola, frambuesa, orchid, lilac, violeta,  
sky, caribbean blue, ocean, midnight blue, black,
dark gray, silver, limon, emerald, palm green & forest

40” long handmade silk ribbon with a large 14k yellow gold rock & gold details  
$850 (USD)



08
MINI GOLD SILK ROCK WRAP
available in gold and rose gold

in white, sand, brown, wine, guava, flower, blush,  
amapola, frambuesa, orchid, lilac, violeta, sky,  
caribbean blue, ocean, midnight blue, black, dark gray,  
silver, limon, emerald, palm green & forest

40” long handmade silk ribbon with 14k mini gold rock & gold details  
$425 (USD)





09
GOLD ROCK STUDS

14k yellow gold rocks on gold ear posts & back piece
$1,050 (USD)



10
MINI GOLD ROCK STUDS
sold individually or as set

14k or 18k mini gold rocks on 14k gold ear posts & back piece
single 14k — $325 (USD) | pair 14k — $650 (USD)
single 18k — $375 (USD) | pair 18k — $750 (USD)



11
MINI GOLD ROCK EARINGS
available in gold and rose gold

mini gold rocks on 14k gold details & ear findings (approx. 1/2” in overall height) 
14k — $670 (USD)
18k — $710 (USD)



12
GOLD ROCK CHAIN EARRINGS
available in long and x-long

14k or 18k yellow gold hanging rocks on 14k gold chain & ear  
findings (approx. 3” long — approx. 4” x-long in overall height)
long 14k — $1,050 (USD) | x-long 14k — $1,100 (USD)  
long 18k — $1,120 (USD) | x-long 18k — $1,170 (USD)



13
MINI GOLD ROCK ANKLET

14k adjustable 8” - 11” gold chain with mini yellow 14k or 18k gold rocks 
14k — $1,025 (USD) 
18k — $1,125 (USD)



14
SEMI PRECIOUS ANKLET

multi colored semi precious faceted beaded anklet  
with 14k adjustable 8”-11” gold chain 
$120 (USD) 



15
GOLD ROCK RINGS
available in size 5,6,7 & custom

14k yellow gold rock on gold band 
$850 (USD) each



16
MINI GOLD ROCK RINGS
available in size 5, 6, 7 & custom

14k yellow gold mini rock on thin band 
$650 (USD) each



17
ISA NOY WORDMARK
available in gold and baby blue

hand printed & sewn 35” x 35” pre-washed silk crepe with raw selvage 
$400 (USD) each



ISA NOY is an iconic jewelry brand of Caribbean roots and 
inspiration. Our collection is a union of organic form and bold 
contemporary aesthetics. Each item is hand crafted to order  
by our Atelier and made exclusively of the highest quality gold,  
fine silver and precious stones.

The attention to detail and quality of material in each piece 
reinforces our mantra of active luxury—we want you to live  
in your jewelry not just wear it.

ISA NOY



ISANOY.COM


